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The purpose of our research was to determine the rap-
id cb.anges of air currents which impose warying stresses
on the wings of an airplane. we attempted to express in
figures the turbulence of the air, which perhaps plays
some role in the behavior of airplanes in flight, as well
as in the realization of certain methods of gliding flight.
This is the reason which has led us to conceive and devel-
op the experimental equipment described herein.

HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER

A hot-wire anemometer includes a platinum wire F
(fig, 1) , a battery By supplying the heating current,
and an ammeter .G, with shunt S, for recording this
current. The wind blowing against the red-hot wire, cools
it, as a result of which the intensity of the current is
increased. The curve in Figure 2 represents the intensi-
ty variation in the wire under these conditions and proves
that the sensitivity of such apparatus drops at such a

f rate as to be practically useless above a 5 m/s velocity.

To overcome this objectionable .-feature, we added a
compensating battery B2 and’ a resistance R (fig. 1) ,
by ;~eans ’of which the shunt current can be eliminated when
there-is no wind. On top of that, this shunt, instead of
having an invariable resistance is, on the ,contrary., a ‘,
wire sheltered from thee wind., and whose ,resis,tancq, in-
creases considerably with the current p~ssi’ng “thr,o,ughi:t.
Under t’hese ‘conditions the readings on the instrument are,
as seen in Figure ,3, fairly proportional to the ve,locit,y
of the air curreut.

,> — -—..—.Z
* ll~~~thodes de mesur~ des variations rapides du Vent.”

Jahrbuch No. 4 (1929) des I?orschungs-Institutes der Rhgn-
Rossitten-Gesellschaft, pp. 92-100. Lecture delivered at
the First Scientific Glider Session.
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Figures 4 and- 5.illustrate a hot-wirti anomometor of
our own design. The hot wire is mountod to a support at
the end of a tubo (fig. 4) “and connected. by wires to a
control p.anel,t.,jopwhich rheostats R?., volfmete~. V, am-
m“eter A, milliammeter MA., and commutators are groupeda
Fofi ordinary wind studies,thq platinum wire is protected
by a wire-mesh hood which reduces the velocity of the wind
to about half. (Fig. 50) The devico may be given any
desired sonsi,tivity by appropriate sizo of.mesh.

.,

.,The wind velocity can,be, read .on the voltmeter v or
else recorded.by osc,i.llo.graph~ .The period of this,.,oscil-
lograph is short,, t~e moving part is:+n iron pla,t,e..orien-
t,atgd by a fixed ,rnagnetic,field and d.eflecte.d mo,re o?. less

“ “from equilibr.i,urnby a .trqsverse field”pr.educed by the
current to be measured.. ,.

In the experimental study of this anemometer we want-
ed to ascertain whether it we,uld be sensitive enough to
react to very rapid ‘Air pulsations. To this end we placed
a “hot wire inside of an acoustic pipe v“ibrated by com-
pressed air. Using a lens, we obtained an image of, t-he
anemometric wire on a photographic fil~~ In spite, of. tl~e
small variation in velocity, the wiro Is.subject to tem-
perature changes leaving aclear recprd ,on.th,efilm, from
which the period of vi,br,ation.of the. acoustic pipe could
be defined. (Fig. 7.) ?e also placed in this same pipe
the hot wire of an anemometers and the oscillogram re-
vealed a recordwhich brings out the irregularities of the
air pulsations in the pipe- (Fig. 8.)

The hot-wiro anemometer is an instrument of compari-
son which must be calibrated by the agency of absolute
aerodynamic cmeasuremen.ts. Heretofore, we were contented
with callbrationq effected in a small wind tunnel an& in
the. Eiffel and in the 18sy-lqs-Itioulineaux wind tunnels,
whose difi~rent velocities had heefi determined by statio
pressure or Pitpt tube .measuremente. T’he..a0pect of the
expi3rime&*al curves ob,tained in the.E$ffel tunnel an~
plotted with th. speed of the air current (In meters per
second) as absoiss.as and the difference in -potential, at
the shunt terminals “as ordinates, presea,ts a scale that
is very sensibly proportional by virtue of an 6xptidi@t-
control of the shunt properties; length”; diameter, and
air density in which we placed its the shunt being housed
in a kind of Xamp.

.,,;.,.,.....
.,...!”,. ,“’.,,.,,.,.,:,..::,’,.’.,,:.”
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..,., In witi& “stu,di’es,,it is ~,ece’%{”aryto know,, a“side from
:$he”Vel oci“ty:,”“its”;y.nsta~taye”ous““dir,p,ct,io,n”~hence a direc-
t’fo~ni“n~trufien”t.of’“app”~$~o,xi~,a,te,ly tli.e’”same p,eriod as the.......
sp”be,d:in”dicat’o,r”i~s:,ne.pde,d.~“Our aim” was “to““use the hot
“~i,:rb’,s,‘al“so’for re”b”or”dtnk.t:~:~.osc”illationus of the air c~ir=

““ren”.t“and with tha,~’;”in’ rni;n;d.we’’,de”vel6peda ,simple’direction
indiciat”o”rh“yplacing’ ““two-hot” wir”es symmetrical to” :oilean-
other in a plane passing through the axis of a cylinder
and parallel to this axis. (I?ig. 9.) These two wires FL
and I?a, forming two leads of a Wheat steno bridge, com-
plete with two resistances RI and & and an ampererneter
or galvanometers G, the circuit shown in Figure 10. A
set of storage ,batteri es. B, feeds the bridge at constant
$.@n,S’i,on.The” bridge ,be,ingbalanced in still air and the
“wj,res being brought to incandescence when the wind blows
,-in a direction parallel to the plane of symmetry of ‘the
ap”paratus, the two wires are” cool”ed at the same rate” and
the current remains the same in each ; then the galvano~;-
eter records. no ,deflect ion.,,,When tile,.wind is fron the,,
rig.htj.one m-ire-.coo:lsoff tiloret’han.the otiler, resulting
in “a current” in, the’ ga,lvano~”eter which causes “it to de-
flect. Tl”henthe. wi,nd blows’ from “the left ,the “galvanone-
‘ter defle.ct.sin’ the inverse sense. In this manner the

through the’ %ridge as re -amount ‘of’current w-nich passes
suit of. the variations in resistance of the hot wires can
be utilized, for indicating “the,slope” of the wind to tho
plane of syrmnetry of the i,nstriluent. Moreover, appropri-
ate choice of the constants of the instrument makes” it
possible to render tile current which passes t@ougli the
galvanomet..e,r~,r.op’o.r”tionateto this slope. “’ .,. ~ :.

,In a direction indicator tll.ehot wires, fastened, on’
a cylinder parallel to” its generatrices, are connected by
wires to’ a contr”o”lpanel which contains re”sista~’ces R,
ammet”ers for ,reading the .intens,ity in the hot wires, “and
mill,iammeteti lhA graduated with the’ zero in the center
of the dial and deflecting in one or the other. direction
according to the direction of ‘the current which passes
through the transverse arm of the ‘bridgee

,. .,

The wind direction can be r.e.ad‘on the milliammeter
MA or may-be re”corded by ‘an osci’llograph ‘which does not
differ from that of the velocity except’ for “the lower re-
sistance. .,ofthe, coi,l.and the median posit i,on ,of its zero.

..’”.“,,..,.
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such a.direction’ instrument is of no,”pr.actical use
unless its readings a:re a function only of the wind direc-
tion and not o’f,both direction and velocity, Regardless
of what, one may ‘thinks our experience has been that the.
“calibration of our instrument was practic&lly,, independent,--, , .
of’’”thp’velocity within very wide limi.t,si The first te”sts
wi+de carried ”through in our own small wind tunnel up to
PO n~s; up”;.t,o,thi,:,velocity the operation was correct. In
“the lar~e,tuuael” at “Is&y-les-Mo_qliileaux , where the velocity
was raised to 45 m/s, “the calibration again maintained
‘sensibly the same figure.

:. .,.
. . . ,.

CONVERTERS..

..

Another instrument developed by VS””is called a con-
verter. It permits a simultaneous record of the’ intensity
of a variable current and the derivative of this ,~ntensi-
ty with r~spe:ct to ‘time. The princille of this instrument
is as follows: ,.?.,,.

A hdt-~~lre instrument produces a durr~nt whose inten-
sity i or eletitromotive force e is proportional to the
quantity to ”be’tieasured, i~,e., velocity V, and inclina-
tion a; 05” orietitation ~; of the wind. A first frame
of Ca,lvano@Qter I is placed” in a magnetic field. (Fig.
11.) This frame I givesthe rceasure of i or of o as
functiofi of the timo$ for ~:ai~plej by means of a spot, and
records these angular displadenents on a photographic film
in uniform motionO A second frame 11, solidly fastened
to frame I, and in the same magnetic field, yields an in-
duced electromotive force pro-portional to di/dt or
de/dt, because its angular noveinent is proportional to i

or to e. Lastly, a third franc III, disposed in another
magnetic field measures the current produced by this eloc-
tronotive force in a circuit wherein only the ohn resist-
ance is considered, the reaction of the small on the large
franc being negligible~ The instrument coisists’ of two
electromagnets - one large, the other S12all - one carry-
ing three large frames, the other, three small. frames.
All these frai~es are placed in the air gap of pole pieces,
each with three cogs. The large electromagnet consumes
about 25 watts and ~qives a field of about 4,500 gauss,
tile small” one consune”s 12 &atts aad”su~~lies a field of
about 5,000 gau’.s”~’. ,J,,.. .,.

4 ‘. ““:The largest””of the electromag~ets’”:darries’ tlie three

, , ,,,- ,, ,
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frames wit~ double wiridifi:g--’”brie for studying the wind ve-
locity, the” other’ two , its...inclination and orientation.
The-:resistafices of the windings are approximately lo for
all frames II, 30 u for frame.s I of the direction instru-
ment , and 250 @ for frame I of the velocity indicator;
that of the suall frames is 1 ohm.

..
,.

MOBILE LABORATORY
., 1“

.

Since a comparison of the variations in velocity and
in direction, produ.”ted at a given instant in the same wind,
,seemed mandatory, we attempted to record velocity ;and di-
rection on t-he same film. ...!

To this end me fitted a laboratory truck with a table
and a speciai control panel. (See fig. 120) The table
lholds the film roller io~echanism with its electric motor and
a.lamp for fol’ming luminous images. This film roller mech-
anism is equipped for automatic Gsveloping and fixing. It
includes a“magazine with photogra~Jhic paper of 6 cm width,
around whic~h is disposed a series of rollers which feed the
sensitive filn, in front’of the window or spots in the os-
cillograph ancl where an. image is produced, over a roller
impregnated wit-h developer, then over the roller impreg-
nated with a fixing “agente ‘Another roller finally ejects
the developed and”fixed filmo These rollers are-rendered
solid by an endless chain driven from an electric motor,
A second table carries a wind tu~nsl for calibrating the
i.nstrumentso Lastly, a chest hofl,nsthe storage ‘batteries
for operating the hot-wire instr~ments and a lfHomelitell
charger set.

EXPLORATION OF SPEED AND DIRECTION OF WIND

We have used these instruments from 1922 to 1929 for
exploring the structure of the natural wind. Our chief
aim was”-to’gain information in a maritime region, especial-
ly; “such:”as.the low and flat island of Re’ afforded. At
the beach of la Couarde we erected a,mast a’oout 11 m (35
ft.) high in the sand, so that the waves washed about its
“base.” A carriage ca,rry~ng the hot--wire instruments per-

‘irsl..of all it was desirablebitted any ‘desired height.” .
to compare the sensitiv?.ty of th~ .empioyed osc:illographs.
TO this end we cz.rried the current, supplied. by one direc-

., ,.
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t,ion,indicator with two hot .yihres pl.p.p.,.ed.10 ,,p (32 ft.)
above,,~t.heground, simul ‘taneou.sly in ~.ko.,“o~s@ll,.1ographs and
si.rniil’t”aneously recorded the, v’ar~i,atio’q,”:i”n,i~clinat,ion of an
e.-a-st,wind ‘on one film. F.igiire.13”.S11OW”St,htit.t%a obtained..... ..,’.
“reco,rds,,are identical. ..>,, ,,... .........

,.:
Then we analyzed the interf~rence” of’‘the”instruments

on each other. ‘i7eplaaed two inclination indicators, 42
cm apart , 10 meters above the gro,u.ncl., The experiment
proved the interference to “be“sr~all””,”although the discrep-
ancies manifested in the record do not permit a definite
co,nclusi,o.n .a.sa,result. of the. spacing. On the other hand,
,the record” in “Fi&re 14,, obtained by’ placing the two indi-
‘“caters ‘3cri.,apart and at ,the ,s,~meheight as bef ore (10 n) ,
readily shows” the paralle”listi of the c-roves, Yut it also
reveals that the spacing of these’”records is no longer
t~.e sage a,s the, spacing of the ~,g:~os. The examination of
these. records and of the disposztzon of the instrument re-
veals that ;,$lle’interference her~ produces ,the sa,me result
as if t~leupper inclination instrument had encountered an
up-wi n~”,,,and t’he lower “one, a down-wind; it indicates an
increas,’6’i.n velocity between the two cylinder s,”

.
,,
At the isle of Ed we, recorded the ~ns,tantaneous vo -

locijy, ~of winds of divers origins. Thus , Figure 15 shotis
the p;ri”:rsiognomy,’of a ,se”abree,ze whose ,most .s,ignificant va-
riations did not exceed “a tili”rd’‘of the mean velocity. l?ig-
ure 1,6”,in c~i”tr.ast, ‘i,i~”a.r’~cor~,of a land breeze from the
northeast, taken 10”“meters abbve the ground. Here the am-.,,
plitude of the vari.atio”ns of’”the,.”vblocity is much greater
than on the preceding “film, tile latter cxcp.eding at time i””
O to 14 m/s within ‘l,ess than 2 secopds; ”,“’”

Ve also had occasion to study a windstorm’ from “begin-
ning to end, (Fig. 17. ) During the storm, abrupt changes
in velocity of 7 1~/s within 1/5 of a second were common,
at the sane time as the inclination presented oscillations
o:! great amplitude at this point.

Tlhe”nthe storu died down the velocity, which still
averaged 10 Lnrs, reassumed a regular fern as is of ton the
case, and the inclination no longer revealed significant
changes’.

.TQ.e.,.:st.u@ of the variat.io.fis,,“,l:n.rv.e,loci,t’y-..,an~inclina-
titi.ri~of’’”tlle’,y’indwith the ali”itu.fl@’,,”.has confirmed Our”pr.e-
~i:~o,us’”,re’s~~l.~sand proves that th”e..,v,~,l~,oc,ity increases with
,t,h”e;al”tit’lu’db,although the amplitude of i“t,’s,,variati,ons
ditiinishek at the same time as the tii~plitudd of the oscil -
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lations of the inclination dqcreasos with the, height.
(Figs. 18. and 19i)~,~”’’jYe,,”f~rtber”~v&rffiedthat in sea breezes
the velocity at 10”’me”terd’:”alti”ittideis almost constant for
several seconds. (Figsq 20 and 210)

,.. ., ........ . ....... .
. . .,.; , .,, .,, ,

PER1ODICITY OF tiIND
.,

“,. ,, :..,,,’, .,- . . . . . . .

An ana’lysis of”:.thk”wind~velocity” curves frou various
sources reveals a“mo”re:;:orless distinct periodicityi ,Even
if this periodicity ‘@o”e”sn’otactu”al.lyexist in the strict
sense of the word,” ‘it”s’e”em’sas if ordinary winds contain
disturbances, the length of which is consistently the sai~e.
E“xamiaation of the reco”rds (fig’s~ 22 and. 23) reveals at
first glance smaller disturbances inside of larger disturb-
ances, and of a ci~r”ta~nperiodic recu.rrenceo On the.,other
hand, if one considers ‘the rec”orded mean velocity of the
wind with t-ne durati,on ‘of its disturbances which appear
most regular, it wi”ll be noted that t-he product of these
two quantities - a pr.,o~,uctwhich represents the length of
the disturbance, (whi~ch ‘is the “wavelength if “the phenorl-
enon was periodic )“A has an almost constant value of
about 375 neters, according to the

.,
Place Direction vu-..— —.-—— —-.

Plains of Crau north r

It 6,20

3080Shore of Havre ..southeast
.

II 4.20,..

appended tabulation:

/K1 s

II

II

II

II

11: .

1?
.

II

P , A

41 s 369 n

60 II 3’72 II

103 ‘J. 391 If

93 Il.. 390 II

Paris
.“”

west 7“

Shore of Sables southeast 5

Mount ~entoux north “8

..Ocean (Conquet) west-
~

southwest . .

.. The grea~er the velocity tfie’shorter
the ~holeseens to proceed as,if there were slices -of air
‘of stated length and as. if the slices, separated with a
nore or less great.me,an veloc”it~r. “If this is’’th& case;

...... ::

55 ‘1 385 11

77 “ 385, !!

48 II 384 .11
,.

47 11 “376 II

th~period~ ,.and
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then the slices of, the air i,nnotion. would have a constant
length independent of the force o-f””the-w~nd~ , ,

.,.,
A record of the velocity obtained at”300 n (985”ft_).

revealed r.uch greater oscillations with a duration of 150
ssconds.

Vhen one considors the mean velocity, which is 15 m/s,
with this 150 socoi~ds~ duration, the product is 2,250 me-
ters, that is, to say, six times the 376-r:eter wave length
established for the ,winds studied near the ground~ “It is
s,een that the large disturbances consist of a succession
of -snaller disturbailces, some of which have a duration of

.around .25 seconds, and, a wave length of about 375 Deters.

What conclusions can be drawn therefrou? DOOS it not
prove the existenco...of an undula.torj aperiodic ao.tion in
the atnosphero siuilar to that..obscrvod on the, ocean? Is
it not proof of the” o.xistence. of aerial swells’ or.billows?

.’
Mr. l?ortan.thas” po,sed tlx.,qu.esti”ona~d ho has. d’enon-.

stratcd its signif”icanco, which ho will try to settle fron
the point of view. of aviation, in a r,glative study of the.,
undulatory movements. ~.f the atmosphere and in their. effect.. .
on aircre.ft.

,,,.
THERMAL WINDS ,,.,

We likewise attenpted’ to study the wind structure
rendered upward-by the heating of tile ground in ,desert
countries. These experiments were mad-e “in the M6denine
region, in the sout’hern part of Tunis. We used a pipe 10
meters long as mast, and three guy wires. The hot-wire
instruments were mounted in a laboratory trunks The op=
eration in practically zero wind and by an atmospheric
temperature of 27° in clear weather, resulted in the rec-
ords given in l?igures 24 and 25, The outstanding feature,
when exami]ling these records, is that the air current stud-
ied 10 meters above tlie ground is in its aggregate dis-
tinctly upward with an average of from. 6 to 7°- It like-
wise appears that this air current”’is more disturbed at
10 meters tfian at 1 meter above ‘the ground. This agita-
tion may be explained by the passage of a series of eddies
with vertical axes, similar to those observed on the des-
ert ,sand, and’ which move in” the direction o.f the wind when
it exis,ts .simultameov:sl~ Wit:h a.b.orizontal- air current.,.... ... .“, ,,. ...’. ,...,,,,
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MNASUREMXXT OF.ACCELERATIONS AND

AITGULAR Velocities OF THE \71ND

By this use of the ’instruments, we were able to be-
gin the determination of the accelerations and angular
velocities which are oncounterod in tho wind.

,,
Here is a simultaneous record (fig. 26) of th~ va&ia-

,,

tions in inclination of a 10-12 m/s north-northwest wiii”d,
taken 5 meters above the ground at Marignane. The maxiiia
observed here are +27~5° and -30°. At”t.he top is the
record of the angular velocities furnishbd by the cobvert-
er. The maximum here is 200° per second,” wherqas the an-
gular velocity shows 53° per second~ It will 10 noted”
that this ve}ocity changes from -1080/s -j-960/s - 1200/s
and +lOOO/s., Yithin 1/3 of a SeCOild.

.,,..
.“ Figure. 2’7 is of interest in so far as it contains a
simultaneous record of velocity and inclination of a light
-go~th-aorthwest breeze taken at 30 m (100 ft.) altitude,.. .

... The ’velocity seems regular enough, whereas the incli-
ntition ‘reveals “variations not exceeding 7 to 8 in e.mpli-

141s0, the curvestude. . of the accelerations and of” the
an{~ular velocities themselves are not very une-rene As to
the acceleration, the maximum does not exceed 8 m/s2, the
average ‘ooing 3 rll/s2. Tho maximun angular velocity is
90° por second, a,~.dthe average, 26° per second.

As a result of our experim~n.ts, it may bo stated that
the accelerations of a windstorm coming ’from the sea, are
not much” r,loresignificant tilan thase of a wind having
moved with friction otier,the ground and having a velocity
of no more than 3 to 5 EI/s. ‘l?herenarks which can be i~ade
about the inclination here are of the same order as those
cited previ”ously~ Thus , a sea breeze recorded at 10 n
(33ft.) above the ~o.round, pres~nts th.o lomeSt angul~.r
velocity, whereas the terrestrial winds manifest all ampli-
tudes of inclination and angular velocities.

. .

.
..... . ...”

—
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.,

1iEASURE1i3H?TOF TUR3ULENGE

. .-...:

Ily’virtue of these studies of atigula-rvelocity, we
have been “able to t“ake up the ueasurernent of the turbu-
lence of the air.

With a given air mass, -at rest or .aninated”hy an a:~-
gregate motiori of uniform translation V, we consider as
turbulence all supplementary motiori with varialle velocity
in size or “direction which is superposed on tilts”transla-
tion. To an ,Obsertier’car,ried away by the wind wit”a mean
velocity, as, for instance, in a free’ balloon, tile motions
of the. air amenable to- reg.i.stration by the anemometers on
board, constitute the turbulence of this air.

Obviousli, this definition Is arbitrary, since. it.de-
pends upon the choice of instruments used to record the
characteristics of the wind. Iiith sensitive equipment
that can be readily balanced, such as ours, the discerni- ,
ble turbulence is certainly. much smaller, in general, than
that which can have any appreciable effect on an airplaile
or even on a bird. In our previous studies we used wind-
speed and wind-direction recorders. The instruments were
grouped at a point 0, and we recorded on an” endless
film the values of the veloctty W of tilis wind, its in-
clination a, and its orientation P, with respect to
the mean track of the wind.

During the duration of a record, the wind has a mean
velocity V, defined in magnitude and direction. If We
arrange for each instant wind velocity 1? and the no.an
v, we obtain a vector u that represents, for eac~ in-
stant, the turbulence of the air mass passing the instru-
ments located at point O. (Pig. 28. ) In additioil, WO”
have shown in the preceding sections the motion, which is
represented by this vector u, to spread more or less
with the air r~assfor some time, becor,ing uore or less
distorted in the nanner of a sound wave iil the air. It
is, then, possible from the graphs of an anenonetric strip
that carries the records of the speed, tho direction and
inclination of the wind at a point O, records obtained
between ~nterv&LS T and T+t, to demonstrate at least
approximately, W~Jd.t the value of vector u cmounted to at
each instant of !.ine interval t along the line of tile
current that passes through the point O.
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The notion of turbulence u being assumed nearly
— .cons.tant, fro.n the succession of measurements of u ef-

fected at O within T and T+t, it was d“edticedthat
the distribution of turbulence in the atmosphere was sim-
ilar to that figured at (a) interval T, and transferred
as indicated in the figure; (b) similar to interval T -I-
t, (Fig. 280)

Grouping of the vectors u along the divers lines
of the parallel current, made it possible to characterize
the turbulence of any air mass in motion,

In conformity with the foregoing, the anemometric
films containing for each instant of V, a and p, permit
us to give the geographic distribution for intervals be-
tween T cand T+t of the turbulence along the line of
tile air current.

The equations of interest for the equilibrium in
birds or airpianes, iaclude the acceleration and angular
velocity of the relative wi,fid,quantities which can be de-
duced from the data, for each instant, of the speed and
inclination Of the wind, but in doing SO, direct measure-
]le~ltsare absolutely essential if the operations of tedi-
ous derivations are to be avoid.edo In principle, there
is no difficulty ill effecting their measurement in an air-
pl~ane by the same ueth~ds which we employed on the ground,
consisting of deriving electrically the current, rendered
proportionate either to the speed or to the inclination
(or orientation of the wind) “ The add~d stresses inposed
by the wind on a glider are definitively duo to the accel-
eration of the turtiulence of tho air. The irnportanco of
these stresses can be readily ascertained by constructing
in magnitude and dj,rection, at each point of the atuos-
phero, the vector which repros~nts t’he acceleration of the
turbulence. This vector is the geometrical sum of the ac-

dt~
celebration — = Y of the wind and of the instaiitaneous

d.t.
variations U @ in wind velocity due to its rotation.
(Fig. 29. )

we also measured over a large portion of the curves
recording the speed, acceleration, inclination and angular
velocity of the wind at Narignane, 30 meters above the
ground (fig, 2’7), every 3 Da, the turbulence at various
instants, as well as t-ne t-arbul.eilceacceleration.
The appended table gives tile figures attained by the pre-
viously described method for a portion of the curve (1 sec-
ond.).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1“9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
?8
29

30
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4.90 ~to 3.84 9,07
4.75 I -4.23 11.6
4.10 ‘
4.3
4.2
4.5
4.25
4.25
2.75
4
3.9
3.9 ~
4
4.1 \
4’!
3.9 ]
3.9
4
4
4
4.05 ~
4 I
3.9 \
4.1 \
4-25 I
3.9
A I

~G25 ~
4.3 !
4.25 ~

-2.7 I 4.57
-0,96 .:.:;
-2.3
-9*2 9:92
-6,7 ‘10.53
+1 ● 92 10.2
+-3.84 I10.8
0 I12.6

+1 G54 11.5
+203 ~13s25
-2.9 I 707
-3.85 ~ 8s7
-4-1092 ~;;::

o ~10.45
0 10.6

+0.96 12.25
-2,1 10*3
-4 I11.6
+1.15 ! 11.45
-1.15 ~12.9
-4.8 12.0

;$?6 I::”4
-I-5.2 1101
+1,92 I12,25

.——-
U) 0/s7

-———
-56
+27

1+30
-1-54 ~
+37 ~
-23
-69
-41.5

0
-9
-25.5

0
-69
-I-76
+23
- 4.6
-32.3
-i-9.2

0
-83
-i-la8
-7
-18*4
-18.4
+ 4.6

0
+25.4

o
-25,4
-11.5

.. -——
u rad/s
—--,—--.—.

-0.98
+0.47
+0,.52
+0.94
+0.212
-0.134
-1.2
-0.72
0

-0.156
-0.445
0

-1.2
+1.32
+0.4
-0.08

——-—..
Wu.

—.-——-. -,..
-4,85
+2.2
-I-1.15
+4.05
+0.89
-0.56
-5.1
-3.05
0

-0.63
-1.12
0

-4.8
+5.4
+1.6
-0.31

-0.56 ! -.2.24
+0.16 j +0.64
o

-1,44
+0.037
-0.124’
-0.31
-0.32
+0.08
o

+0. 435
0

-0.435
-0.2

0
-5.76
+0.092
-0.50
-1.22
-1.42
-0.34
0

+1.75
o

-1.86
-0.85

12

—.--——.

.r—....---
6
5
3.5
2
2.1
3..4
5.9

10
0
2
4.5
0
5.5
G*1
2
4
4.5
2
0
6.1

:.5
4“
1.1
1.1
0
1
0
~a~
2

17e then plotted, in Pigure 30, the actual value of
resultant F, which represents the vector (acceleration)
of t-he turbulence, as will as its direction with respect
t? the mean axis of the wind for the time interval beiweeil
the fourth and fifth second. It is readily seen that the
value for the turbulence is distinctly different from that
for its direction during this tine lapse. This variation
brings out a more or less periodic undulation of the wind
similar to a sort of aerial billow, as well as a turbulent
aspect at certain moments.

In order to study the motions of the air, and in par-
ticular, to ascertain whether it would be possible to de-
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tect the noarnoss of tho ground from tho increase in tur-
bulence, we dovolopod a test instrument intended for use
oil the ground afid which was to ena’bl.ous to fi~ure””direct,
:lot the turbulence itself, but rather one component of the
rotation, that is, the absolute value of the mean angular
velocity.

A direction instrument with two hot wires Fl and. I’z,
balanced by two resistances RI and R2, is operated by a
battery P. The galvanometers of the bridge is replaced
by the primary of a transformer T computed for frequency
30 The secondary of the transformer is hooked to a spe-
cial, lon[q-period, tliermal galvanometers G, operated by
voltmeter. ‘l?hisgalvanomoter is of the type studied for
hot-wiro altimotor. Figure 31 shows this galvanometers,
which chiefly consists of a double platinum wire held
tight by a tironze spiral carried by a shaft mounted on piv-
ots. On this shaft is also the mirror necessary for the
photographic record of the indications of the instru.iient.
The eloil~atioil of the wire under the effect of heatiilg,
induced b:- the current in the galvanometers, determines
the rotation of the mirroro

%t in ordor to insure sufficient sensitivity and du-
ration of balance, it was necessary to protoct the expan-
sible wire fro”a cooling in t’nc opon air= The iilstrm,aent
was hOUSCdL in r. ca~cf~L~~y evacuated tube. Its seilsitivity
!7a s greatly enh,ancsd a:nd its period of balanco consider~a-
bly prolon~eda Tho record is a mean valuo of the angular
velocity of tho wiild, a quantity which is a function vary-
ing in tho same sense as the tu:c’bulel~ce. The transformer
employed has a 4 by 4 ccntimetor iron coro, on which tho
two coils arc voundc Tho tliermal galvanometor has an ap-
proxiaato deflection of 125 millimeters per milliampere
oc a scale placed at 1 meter. St is practically inseilsi-
tive to vibration or shocks, yrovidcd it is mounted on
rubber. Tho balancing takes about 6 seconds.

Translation by J. Vanier$
~?ationcllAdvisory Committco
for Aeronautics.

—.—
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Fig. 4 Anemometric wire
mounted on base. rig.

\ Figs. 4V5,7,8

5 Anemometric wire
With cover.

Fig. 7 Hot wire anemometer record of periodic
variations in speed produced by the

sound waves at the mouth of a sonorous pipe
vibrated by compressed air.

Pig. 8 Oscillograph record of fundamental sound of
an acoustic pipe, (130 periods per sec.)

1
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

vk“
III

.rigs. 9,10,11,12

I?ig. 11

Control board for hot wire instruments

a, Lamp
b, Convertor
c, Film feed

‘->
L-—-.L—

( 7-----
——-—.. r—.,— ,

\_.“ ‘c–./——
Fig. 12 Side view of truck showing installation.

—
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‘“Fig.13

ing the
ground.

2w~% —’%--- ‘=-——~’----’-’~-----
- >0.-.’ ~~y— -%..#--.v~———

“Sitilt-aneousrecords of inclination of an east wind, taken at
Couarde, Sept. 15 1925 with two oscillograph”s1 and 2 receiv-
same current supplied “oya hot wire indicator, 10 m above the
Film speed 1 sec.= 5 mm, Scale of inclination 10 mm =16°

Simultaneous records of inclination of anE N E wind, obtained
at Couarde, Sept. 15 1925, with two hot wire indicators, the

second (2) being placed 10 m above the ground and 9 cmabove the other
(1). Film speed, lsec. =13 mm, Scale of inclination, 10.5 mrfl=16°.
~1 and 02 =line of zero inclination of indicators 1 and 2.

Fig. 15

level on
per m/s.

F$g. 16

Scale of

F~g. 27

-—w-—e———’@y———=—— --o~---.,,..,, ..,”--”--<-’

—’-+~.o

Record of the velocity of a W S W wind, obtained at Couarde,
Sept. 2 1925, the instrument being placed 2 m above ground
water. Film speed, 1 SCC.=6.25 mm, Scale of speed, 2 mm
v =0 = zero speed.

Record of the speed of aN E wind, made at Couarde, Se t. ‘7
31925, 10 m above tho ground. Film speed, 1 sec.= 5 mm .

speed, 2 romper m/s. V=O= zero speed.

v=(-).-

Simultaneous records of speed V and inclination I of a W S W
wind, taken at the height of a storm.
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Fig. 18

———-%.———e—.J——————
V=c—.

Fig. 19

Figs. 18,and 19 Simultaneous records of tinespeed (1) and tineinclinw
tion (2) of a N W wind, at Couarde,Sept. 5 1925. In

Fig. 18 the instruments were placed 5 m, and in pig. 19, 10 m above the
ground. Film speed, 1 sec. = 7.6 nu,.Scale of speed, 2 romper m/s.
Scale of inclination lG.5 mm= 16°. V=O= zero speed. 1=0= zero inclina-
tion.

2 ;1=0
— ~A~~- .--—.-—..

.V=o—— —— —.

Fig. 20

Fig. 21

Figs. 20 and 21 Film speed, 1 sec.=1’7 mm Simultaneous records of
speed (1) and inclination (2) of a W wind~ Couarde,

Sept. 18 1925. In Fig. 20 tineinstruments were 5 m, and in I?ig.21
10 m above the ground. Scale of speed, 2 romper m/s. Scale of incli-
nation 10.5 mm = 16°. V= O= zero speedfi1=0= zero inclination.
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Tig. 22

Fig. 23

Fig. 24

~@\ W! /
2 l~lj~ J’\~/ +{

‘o\
d

1= o c:?,o=+&.. ~ ‘> .–... . \jp-&_ ----– ~ ——--
4
_..— .

L.~ “
~-~.__._u J--x_---%-.r’.-.J‘—”- 17>(

y -“dJ
~.v ....-L-..e

V=n ‘2
——— ——.—— . . .-—. -..—.—-.——-—-.—.— ——.—- .——.-—

Fig. 25

Figs. 24 and 25 Simultaneous record of speed (1) and inclination (2) of

I?ig.2.:the
Film speed,
inclination

an air current taken near iJ6deniil~,0ct.21, 1925. In
instruments wore 1 m and for Fig. 25,10 m above tlnogrouznd.
1 sec. = 6 mm. Scale of speed, 15 mm per 2.4 m/s. Scale of
0.95 mm = 1°. V = O = zero speed. I = O = zero inclination.

Fig. 26

Fig. 26 Record of inclination I and of angular velocity w of a 10-12 m/s
N.NW wind at 5 m shove the ground. Location, Maribgame Oct. 24,

1927. Scale of inclination, 1 n-m= 1°. Scale of angular velocity, 1 mm =
120/~
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Tig. 27 Simultaneous records of speed V and inclination I and their
derivativesY and w for a N ITW wind, Marignane, Oct. 25 1927

30 m above the ground. Scale of speed, 0.’75ma= 1 m/s. Scale of in-
clinational mm= 1°. Scale of acceleration, 1 mm= 5 m s/s2. Scale of
angular velocity, 1 mm= 12 O/s.

Acceleration of turbulence

Turlmlence

Fig. 30 Actual values of the resultwnt ~ representing the vector
acceleration of the turbulenceu as well as its direction

for the N ITW wind at Marignane of Fig. 26.

I
r--i
i.—’q

r ‘x’: / ,:$+frmq_

!;
,, Fig. 31

Galvanometers
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